Health Sciences Campus at Lake Nona

Legend
- Future Road
- Current Health Sciences Campus
- Future Health Sciences Campus
- Nemours Children's Hospital & Research Campus
- Orlando Veterans Affairs Medical Center

Legend
- Medical Education Building
- Burnett Biomedical Sciences Building
- Parking Lot

Lake Nona Area Map

Detail of UCF Health Sciences Campus at Lake Nona
Health Sciences Campus at Lake Nona

FROM UCF MAIN CAMPUS
Take SR 408 WEST to SR 417 SOUTH (EXIT 18B)
Merge onto SR 417 SOUTH toward Orlando International Airport
Take SR 417 SOUTH approximately 10 miles to Lake Nona Boulevard (EXIT 19)
Turn LEFT on Lake Nona Boulevard

BURNETT BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES BUILDING:
Turn LEFT on Veterans Way
Turn RIGHT on Laureate Boulevard
Turn RIGHT into Parking Lot P1

MEDICAL EDUCATION BUILDING:
Turn LEFT on Humboldt Drive
Turn LEFT into Parking Lot P3

FROM DOWNTOWN ORLANDO
Take SR 408 EAST to SR 417 SOUTH (EXIT 18B)
Merge onto SR 417 SOUTH toward Orlando International Airport
Take SR 417 SOUTH approximately 10 miles to Lake Nona Boulevard (EXIT 19)
Turn LEFT on Lake Nona Boulevard

BURNETT BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES BUILDING:
Turn LEFT on Veterans Way
Turn RIGHT on Laureate Boulevard
Turn RIGHT into Parking Lot P1

MEDICAL EDUCATION BUILDING:
Turn LEFT on Humboldt Drive
Turn LEFT into Parking Lot P3

FROM WEST ORLANDO
Take I 4 WEST to SR 528 EAST (EXIT 72)
Take SR 528 EAST approximately 15 miles to SR 417 SOUTH (EXIT 16) toward Tampa
Take SR 417 SOUTH approximately 5 miles to Lake Nona Boulevard (EXIT 19)
Turn LEFT on Lake Nona Boulevard

BURNETT BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES BUILDING:
Turn LEFT on Veterans Way
Turn RIGHT on Laureate Boulevard
Turn RIGHT into Parking Lot P1

MEDICAL EDUCATION BUILDING:
Turn LEFT on Humboldt Drive
Turn LEFT into Parking Lot P3

FROM ORLANDO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
Take Airport Boulevard SOUTH
Take ramp toward SOUTH EXIT/SR 417 (0.2 mile)
Stay STRAIGHT to go onto South Access Road (3.3 miles)
Turn slight LEFT onto Boggy Creek Road (0.7 mile)
Turn LEFT onto SR 417 NORTH toward SR 528 (0.9 mile)
Take SR 417 NORTH approximately 11 miles to Lake Nona Boulevard (EXIT 19)
Turn RIGHT on Lake Nona Boulevard

BURNETT BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES BUILDING:
Turn LEFT on Veterans Way
Turn RIGHT on Laureate Boulevard
Turn RIGHT into Parking Lot P1

MEDICAL EDUCATION BUILDING:
Turn LEFT on Humboldt Drive
Turn LEFT into Parking Lot P3

FROM TAMPA
Take I 4 EAST to SR 417 NORTH toward International Airport/Orlando/Sanford
Take SR 417 NORTH approximately 17 miles to Lake Nona Boulevard (EXIT 19)
Turn RIGHT on Lake Nona Boulevard

BURNETT BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES BUILDING:
Turn LEFT on Veterans Way
Turn RIGHT on Laureate Boulevard
Turn RIGHT into Parking Lot P1

MEDICAL EDUCATION BUILDING:
Turn LEFT on Humboldt Drive
Turn LEFT into Parking Lot P3

FROM GAINESVILLE
Take I 75 SOUTH toward Tampa to Florida Turnpike SOUTH (EXIT 328)
Exit LEFT onto the Florida Turnpike SOUTH (EXIT 328) and travel toward Orlando
Take SR 528 EAST (EXIT 254) toward Orlando International Airport
Stay LEFT at fork and continue EAST on SR 528
Take SR 528 EAST approximately 10 miles to SR 417 SOUTH (EXIT 16) toward Tampa
Take SR 417 SOUTH approximately 5 miles to Lake Nona Boulevard (EXIT 19)
Turn LEFT on Lake Nona Boulevard

BURNETT BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES BUILDING:
Turn LEFT on Veterans Way
Turn RIGHT on Laureate Boulevard
Turn RIGHT into Parking Lot P1

MEDICAL EDUCATION BUILDING:
Turn LEFT on Humboldt Drive
Turn LEFT into Parking Lot P3

FROM JACKSONVILLE
Take I 95 SOUTH to I 4 WEST (EXIT 260B) toward Orlando
Take the CR 46A/SR 417 exit (EXIT 101AB) toward International Airport/Sanford
Take SR 417 SOUTH approximately 35 miles to Lake Nona Boulevard (EXIT 19)
Turn LEFT on Lake Nona Boulevard

BURNETT BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES BUILDING:
Turn LEFT on Veterans Way
Turn RIGHT on Laureate Boulevard
Turn RIGHT into Parking Lot P1

MEDICAL EDUCATION BUILDING:
Turn LEFT on Humboldt Drive
Turn LEFT into Parking Lot P3